During the last decade a new generation of process-aware information systems has emerged, which enables process model configurations at buildtime as well as process instance changes during runtime. Respective adaptations result in a large number of process model variants that were derived from the same process model, but slightly differ in structure. Generally, such model variants are expensive to configure and maintain. This paper introduces two different scenarios for learning from process model adaptations and for discovering a reference model out of which the variants can be configured with minimum efforts. The first scenario presumes a reference process model and a collection of related process model variants. The goal is to evolve the reference process model such that it structurally fits better to the given variant models. The second scenario comprises a collection of process variants, while the original reference model is unknown; i.e., the goal is to "merge" these variants into a reference process model. We suggest two algorithms that are applicable in both scenarios, but which have their pros and cons. We systematically compare the two algorithms and contrast them with conventional process mining techniques. Our comparison results indicate good performance of both algorithms. Further they confirm that specific techniques are needed for learning from past process adaptations. Finally, we present a case study in the automotive industry in which we applied our algorithms.
Introduction
In today's dynamic business world success of an enterprise increasingly depends on its ability to react to environmental changes in a quick, flexible and cost-effective way [1, 2, 3] . To increase the flexibility of Process-Aware Information Systems (PAISs) different approaches for structurally adapting pre-modeled processes exist, e.g., by adding, deleting or moving process activities [4, 5] . Respective adaptations are not only needed at buildtime for customizing a given reference process model to a particular context [6, 7] , but also become necessary for tailoring process instances during runtime in order to deal with exceptional situations and changing needs [8, 4] . As example consider medical guidelines for patient treatment processes [2] , which need to be customized to fit to the particular healthcare environment in which they are used. Additional adaptations may become necessary when applying such tailored guideline to a particular patient [2] . Generally, respective adaptations lead to large collections of process model variants (process variants for short) derived from the same process model, but slightly differing in structure [1, 9] . In case studies we conducted in the healthcare domain and in automotive engineering, for example, we identified scenarios with dozens up to hundreds of variants [10] . 
Problem Statement
Though considerable efforts have been made to enable process configuration and adaptation [5, 6, 8, 7] , most existing approaches have not utilized information about such structural adaptations yet [11] . Fig. 1 describes the overall goal of our research. We want to learn from past process model adaptations in order to discover a (new) reference process model covering the given variant collection best. By adopting the discovered model in the PAIS, need for future process adaptations and costs for change will decrease. Generally, finding such an improved reference model is by far not trivial when considering control flow patterns like sequence, parallel branching, conditional branching, and loops. Furthermore, major changes of the current reference process model might be not always preferred due to high implementation costs or for social reasons. Fig. 1 further differentiates between two fundamental scenarios. In the first scenario the process variants are derived by configuring a known reference process model. However, when discovering the new reference process model without considering the old one, we might be confronted with significant structural differences between old and new reference model. Process engineers should therefore have the flexibility to control to what degree they want to maximally modify the original reference model to better fit to the given variant collection. Consequently, closeness of the new reference model to the old one and closeness of this model to the given variant collection act as "counterforces". The second scenario we consider is based on a collection of related process variants, but does not presume any knowledge about the original reference process model these variants were derived from. Here we want to discover a reference process model by "merging" these variants without considering the aforementioned "counterforces" .
Contribution
Based on the assumptions that process models are block-structured [8, 12] and all activities in a process model have unique labels 1 , this paper deals with the following research questions:
1. Given the original reference process model and a collection of related process variants, how can we derive a new reference process model that fits "better" to these variants? -In this scenario we want to control the evolution of the reference process model, i.e., we want to enable process engineers to control to what degree the new reference model "differs" from the original one and how "close" it is to the variant collection.
Backgrounds
A process management system (PrMS) provides generic process support functions and allows for separating process logic from application code. For this purpose, the process logic has to be explicitly defined based on the modeling patterns provided by a process meta model. At runtime the PrMS then orchestrates the processes according to the defined logic. For each business process to be supported, a process type represented by a process model S has to be defined. In this paper, a process model is represented as directed graph, which comprises a set of nodes -either representing process steps (i.e., activities) or control connectors (e.g, And-/Xor-Split) -and a set of control edges between them. The latter specify precedence as well as loop backward relations. Furthermore, we presume that process models are block-structured. Fig. 2 depicts an example of such a process model. Nodes are represented as rectangles while precedence and loop backwards relations are expressed as directed edges of different type. Each process model contains a unique start and a unique end node. 2 For control flow modeling the following patterns are available: Sequence, AND-split, AND-join, XOR-split, XOR-join, and Loop [22] . These patterns constitute the core of any process specification language and cover most of the process models we can find in practice [23, 24] . Further, they can be easily mapped to other process execution languages like WS-BPEL as well as to formal languages like Petri Nets [25, 26] . Based on these patterns we are able to compose more complex process structures if required (e.g., an OR-split can be mapped to AND-and XOR-splits [27] Each node a of a process model S may have a label l(a). Such labeled nodes constitute the activities of S (e.g., activities A and B in Fig. 2 ). Unlabeled nodes, in turn, represent silent activities. These have no associated actions and only exist for control flow purpose (e.g., the split and join nodes in Fig. 2 ) [28] . In the context our research, for each labeled activity we assume that its label is unique. 3 Regarding the example from Fig. 2 , process model S contains 7 normal activities and 8 silent ones (including the start and end nodes).
We presume that a process model S is block-structured; i.e., activities, sequences, branchings, and loops constitute blocks (cf. Fig. 2 ) with unique start and end nodes 4 [29, 30, 31, 12] . These blocks may be nested, but must not overlap; i.e., their nesting must be regular [8, 12, 29, 31] . Generally a block can be a single activity, a sequence, a parallel branching, a conditional branching, or S itself. In Fig. 2 , the grey areas show selected blocks in process model S , and the different grey levels indicate their nesting. In principle, we can consider a block itself as blockstructured process model. In the following, we represent each block by a set of activities since the block-structure itself can be derived from the overall process model S ; e.g., block {A,B} corresponds to the parallel block with AND-split and AND-join nodes in S . Similarly, {A}, {A,B,D}, {C,F}, and {A,B,C,D,E,F,G} describe selected blocks contained in S . 5 The concept of blockstructuring has been known from block-structured programming languages for a long time [32] , and can be found in process specification language like WS-BPEL and XLANG as well. Further, process management systems with block-structured process modeling language like AristaFlow BPM Suite [33] and CAKE2 [34] emerged, which have been applied to a variety of processes from different domains. When compared to unstructured process models, block-structured ones are easier understandable and have lower error probability [35, 36, 37] . If a process model is not block-structured, in many cases we can transform it into a block-structured one [31, 36, 12, 29] . For example, in a case study we analyzed 214 process models from different domains and expressed in different languages (e.g., Event Process Chains, UML Activity Diagrams). More than 95% of them were block-structured or could be transformed into a block-structured representation [38] . Despite the fact that there exist unstructured process models which cannot be transformed into block-structure, we consider our mining algorithms for block-structured process variant models as highly relevant.
Formally, we define block-structured process model and block as follows:
Definition 1 (Block-structured Process Model and Block).
A tuple S = (A, E, AT, ET, l) is called block-structured process model iff:
• A is a set of nodes and AT assigns to each node a ∈ A a node type AT (a) ∈ {StartFlow, EndFlow, Normal, AndSplit, AndJoin, XorSplit, XorJoin, StartLoop, EndLoop} 
• ∀a ∈ B with AT (a) ∈ {AndSplit,XorSplit,StartLoop}, ⇒ join(a) ∈ B • ∀a ∈ B with AT (a) ∈ {AndJoin,XorJoin,EndLoop}, ⇒ join
We do not provide an operational semantics for block-structured process models here, but refer to [8, 39, 29] instead. As the process patterns used in block-structured process model can be easily mapped to WS-BPEL [25] or Petri Nets [22, 26] , we could also describe the operational semantics of block-structured process models based on these languages. In principle, we can consider block-structured process models as a subclass of Workflow Nets [26] , for which the net models follow respective structuring constraints. Similar to a Workflow Net, we consider a block-structured process model S as being sound iff the following properties hold: (1) proper completion (i.e., when the EndFlow node becomes enabled, all other nodes cannot be enabled anymore), (2) absence of deadlocks (i.e., as long as the EndFlow node has not been enabled, there is no execution situation in which no node is enabled), and (3) absence of dead tasks (i.e., there exists no node, which can be never enabled). For a formal description of these properties, we refer to [26, 40, 29] . We consider soundness as fundamental requirement any process model should satisfy as prerequisite for its proper execution and analysis [40, 8] (see [29, 8, 39, 40, 26] for techniques checking soundness). In the following, P denotes the set of all block-structured and sound process models.
Based on this, we define the notion of trace as follows: 
We define T S as the set of all traces that can be produced by process model S .
We only consider traces that log events related to labeled activities, whereas events concerning silent activities are excluded (cf. Def. 1). As example consider process model S from Fig.  2 . Sequences like ABDEG, BADCFG and ABDCFCFCFG constitute valid and complete traces of S . Like most process mining algorithms, we assume that the behavior of process model S can be expressed in terms of its trace set T S . Note that T S can be an infinite set if S contains loops.
Process change: A process change is accomplished by applying a sequence of high-level change operations to the respective process model [8] . Such operations structurally modify a given process model by altering its set of activities and their order relations. The most relevant high-level change operations are insert, delete, and move activity as implemented in the ADEPT change framework [8] . Table 1 depicts these three change operations and informally describes their effects on process models. While insert and delete modify the activity set of a process
[sc] Effects on S: inserts activity X between activity sets A and B. X is conditionally inserted if [sc] is specified. delete(S, X) delete X S Effects on S: deletes activity X from S, i.e., X turns into a silent activity.
[sc] Effects on S : moves activity X from its original position in S to another position between activity sets A and B (X is conditionally inserted if [sc] is specified). model, move changes activity positions and thus process model structure (i.e., activity order relations). A formal semantics of these change operations is provided in [41] . It is based on the differences between the trace sets that can be produced on process models before and after their change. Issues concerning the correct use of change operations, their generalization and pre-/post-conditions are discussed in [8, 30] . Finally, by using high-level change operations instead of change primitives (i.e., elementary changes like adding or removing single nodes or edges), we can preserve block structure and guarantee soundness in the context of process changes. Further, we obtain a more meaningful measure for the distance between two models [28, 4] . As example consider Fig. 3 . The original process model S is depicted in Fig. 3a . Fig. 3b - Fig. 3d depict process models S inst , S del and S mov that result from S after performing an insertion, deletion or move operation. Note that silent activities, which only exist for control flow purpose, are adapted automatically when applying such high-level change operation. For example, when moving activity A within S (as expressed by operation move(S , A,StartLoop,F)) the two silent activities marking the AND-split and AND-join in S are removed automatically (cf. Fig. 3d ).
Finally, a complex process change is accomplished by applying a sequence of high-level change operations to the given process model. An illustrating scenario is depicted in Fig. 4 , where we list the change operations needed to transform model S into S i (i = 1, . . . , 6).
Definition 3 (Process Change and Process Variant). Let P denote the set of sound and blockstructured process models and let C be the set of possible process changes. Let S , S ∈ P be two process models, let ∆ ∈ C be a process change expressed in terms of a high level change operation, and let σ = ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , . . . ∆ n ∈ C * be a sequence of process changes performed on initial model S . Then:
• S [∆ S iff ∆ is applicable to S and S is the (sound) process model resulting from the application of ∆ to S .
We denote S as process variant of S .
Though the depicted change operations are discussed in relation to ADEPT, they are generic in the sense that they can be applied in connection with other process meta models as well [41, 4] ; e.g., a process change as realized in ADEPT can be mapped to the concept of lifecycle inheritance known from Petri Nets [40] . We refer to ADEPT since it covers by far most high-level change patterns and change support features when compared to other adaptive PAIS [4] . Furthermore, with AristaFlow BPM Suite [33] an industrial-strength version of the ADEPT technology emerged, which has been extensively used in a variety of application domains [42] . 6 Based on Def. 3 and the given change operations, we define distance and bias as follows:
Definition 4 (Bias and Distance). Let S , S ∈ P be two sound and block-structured process models. Then The distance between process models S and S corresponds to the minimal number of highlevel change operations needed for transforming S into S . The corresponding sequence of change operations is denoted as bias B (S ,S ) between S and S . 7 Usually, distance measures the complexity of a process model configuration. As example take Fig. 4 . Here, distance between model S and variant S 4 corresponds to four, since we minimally need to apply four change operations to transform S into S 4 [28] . In general, determining the bias and distance between two process models has complexity at NP-hard level [28] . We refer to [28] for an approach that automatically computes the distance and bias between two block-structured models without need of a process change log. Fig. 4 depicts an illustrating example of an original reference process model S ∈ P and 6 related process variants S i ∈ P that were configured out of S by applying a sequence of change operations to it. All process models are block-structured (cf. Def. 1). Note that the variants do not only differ in structure, but also in respect to their activity sets; e.g., activity X appears in 5 of the 6 variants (except S 2 ), while Z only appears in S 5 . Furthermore, variants may be weighted. In our context, we define the weight w i of a process variant S i as number of process instances that were created from S i and executed on it; e.g., 25 instances were executed on S 1 , while 20 instances ran on S 2 . If we only know the variants, but have no runtime information about related instance executions, we assume variants to be equally weighted; then every variant has weight 1. We can compute the distance (cf. Def. 4) between an original reference model S and each process variant S i as well as related biases. For example, when comparing S with S 1 we obtain 5 as distance (cf . Fig. 4) ; i.e., we need to apply five high-level change operations to transform S into S 1 : delete(loop), move(S , H,I,D), move(S , I,J, endFlow), move(S , J,B, endFlow), and insert(S , X,E,B) (cf. Def. 3) . Based on the weight w i of each variant S i , we can compute average weighted distance between a reference model S and its variants as follows:
Definition 5 (Average Weighted Distance). Let S ∈ P be a reference process model. Let 
(1) 6 Visit www.aristaflow-forum.de for more information and illustrating screen casts. 7 Generally, it is possible that there exists more than one minimal sequence of change operations for transforming S into S , i.e., the bias of the two models does not need to be unique. Therefore, B (S ,S ) refers to an element from a set that contains all possible change sequences which transform S into S and which comprise d (S ,S ) change operations. In this paper, we do not make such difference and for any σ with S [σ S and |σ| = d (S ,S ) , we consider it as a bias (see [40, 28] for a detailed discussion of this issue). 85 . This means we need to perform on average 4.85 high-level change operations to configure a process variant S i (and related instance respectively) out of reference process model S . Generally, average weighted distance between reference model and its variants expresses how "close" they are.
P
Our goal is to discover a reference model with shorter average weighted distance to a given collection of (weighted) process variants than the current reference model (Scenario 1), or minimal average weighted distance if the original reference model is unknown (Scenario 2).
Matrix-based Representation of Process Models and Process Variant Collections
As basic input for our mining algorithms we take a collection of process variants and optionally the original reference model they were derived from. This section shows how we represent this information. Its use will be discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
Representing a Block-structured Process Model as Order Matrix
This subsection first introduces process structure trees which provide a unique tree representation of block-structured process models [31] (cf. Section 3.1.1). Then we present the concept of order matrix which can be uniquely constructed out of a given process structure tree(cf. Section 3.1.3). Consequently, an order matrix also constitutes a unique representation of a block-structured process model. Representing process models in terms of a matrix is common in areas like process mining [17] , process analysis [26] and process change management [28] . In particular, a matrix constitutes a mathematical representation which enables advanced analyses and processing options. In our mining algorithms (cf. Sections 4 and 5), we use order matrices as unique representations of block-structured process models.
Process Structure Tree
Transforming a block-structured model into a tree representation has its roots in structured programming and compiler theory [43] . Such transformation is applied, for example, when analyzing block-structured languages like XML or BPEL. In this paper we apply the approach from [31] , which can transform a block-structured process model S into a refined process structure tree in linear time. Such refined process structure tree constitutes a unique representation of a process model. In the following, we denote it as process structure tree for short. • N is a set of nodes.
• C is a set of connectors and CT assigns to each connector c ∈ C a connector type CT (c) ∈ {Seq, AND, XOR, Loop}. Figure 5 : Process Model S and its corresponding process structure tree T A process structure tree is an ordered tree which consists of a set of nodes, a set of connectors, and a set of directed edges linking them. The labeling function l assigns labels to nodes in a similar way as in Definition 1. Fig. 5 shows a block-structured process model S and its corresponding process structure tree T . In such a tree, nodes (represented as rectangles) correspond to activities while connectors (represented as ellipses) represent their relations based on process patterns like Sequence, AND-block, XOR-block, and Loop [22] . The precedence relations (expressed by connector Seq) are parsed from left to right; e.g., the ANDblock containing activities A and B as well as their connector AND 1 precedes activity D since this block is on the left. Note that when representing a loop structure within a process structure tree T , we introduce a silent activity τ as direct successor of the respective Loop connector (cf. Fig. 5b ). This way we ensure that any connector in T always has at least two successors. 8 In a process structure tree, nodes correspond to leaves, while connectors are non-leaves. Finally, a process structure tree has a unique root node without incoming edges.
Definition 7 (Ancestor and Subtree). Let T = (N, C, CT, E, l) be a process structure tree. Let a, b ∈ N C be two elements of T . Then:
A subtree T of tree T is a process structure tree T = (N , C , CT , E , l) with the following properties:
a is the root element of T
is a connected fragment of T which contains a unique root element a ∈ N C and all its descendants. As example consider Fig. 5b : Activities A and B, their connector AND 1 , and the edges linking them can form a subtree of T . Since the process model S represented by T is block-structured, any subtree of T corresponds to a block of S ; i.e., a process structure tree and its hierarchical decomposition into subtrees correspond to a block-structured process model and its hierarchical decomposition into blocks [31] . Given an element e ∈ N C in a process structure tree and taking Def. 7, we are able to construct a subtree T (e) by identifying its descendant set A T (e) and the edges linking them. In our example, the subtree of connector Loop 1 is a tree containing nodes C,F and τ, connectors Loop 1 and Seq, 2 and the edges connecting these elements.
The main reason to transform a block-structured process model into its corresponding process tree is as follows. A process structure tree contains less unnecessary silent activities such that it provides a clear picture of the process model's structure and the relations between its activities.
Nearest Common Ancestor
Before we apply process structure trees in our context, we introduce the concept of nearest common ancestor:
Definition 8 (Nearest Common Ancestor). Let T = (N, C, CT, E, l) be a process structure tree and let a, b ∈ N be two different nodes of T . Then: we denote connector c ∈ C as nearest common ancestor NCA(a, b) of these two nodes iff:
• c ≺ a and c ≺ b
Note that the nearest common ancestor of two nodes always refers to a connector since nodes constitute leaves of the process structure tree and consequently cannot be ancestors. Here we have assumed that a process structure tree contains at least two nodes and one connector. Finding the nearest common ancestor in a tree is a well researched topic. Based on the algorithms presented in [44] , we are able to compute the nearest common ancestor for any two nodes in a process tree T in linear time; i.e., O(n) with n = |N C|.
Representing a Process Model as Order Matrix
Based on the process structure tree T of a block-structured process model S and the concept of nearest common ancestor (cf. Def. 8), we can introduce the notion of order matrix, which uniquely represents a process structure tree and thus a block-structured process model.
Definition 9 (Order matrix). Let S be a block-structured process model and let T = (N, C, CT, E, l) be its process structure tree. A is called order matrix of T with A a i a j representing the order relation between activities a i ,a j ∈ N, i j iff:
• A a i a j = '1' iff in T , a i and a j have as nearest common ancestor c ∈ C with CT (c) = Seq; let e l and e r be two
children of c with e l c e r and let further T e l and T e r be two subtree of T with root elements being e l and e r , a i is contained in the T e l and a j is contained in T e r . • A a i a j = '0' iff in T , a i and a j have as nearest common ancestor c ∈ C with CT (c) = Seq; let e l and e r be two children of c with e l c e r and let further T e l and T e r be two subtree of T with root elements being e l and e r , a i is contained in the T e r and a j is contained in T e l . • A a i a j = '+' iff in T , a i and a j have as nearest common ancestor c ∈ C with CT (c) = AND.
• A a i a j = '-' iff in T , a i and a j have as nearest common ancestor c ∈ C with CT (c) = XOR. 
Process structure tree T Figure 6 : Process structure tree T and its corresponding order matrix A Fig. 6 depicts the process structure T from Fig. 5b and its corresponding order matrix A. Note that silent activity τ, which was introduced as the direct successor of connector Loop 1 in T , is included in the order matrix A as well (cf. Section 3.1.1). This order matrix contains all five order relations from Def. 9 . For example, activities E and C have as nearest common ancestor connector XOR 1 . Thus, we assign '-' to matrix elements A EC and A CE . Since activities B and G have as nearest common ancestor connector Seq 1 , and B is on its left subtree while G is on its right, we further obtain order relations A BG = '1' and A GB = '0' respectively. Special attention should be paid to the order relations between silent activity τ and the other activities. Since τ is direct successor of connector Loop 1 , order relation 'L', indicates those nodes in T which are descendants of this loop connector. Consequently, the order relations between τ on the one hand and activities C and F on the other hand are set to 'L'. This implies that C and F are descendants of a loop connecter and consequently implies that they are included in a loop block in the corresponding process structure tree and process model respectively. Note that the main diagonal of an order matrix is empty since we do not compute the nearest common ancestor of an activity with itself. Theorem 1 states that an order matrix A can uniquely represent a corresponding process structure tree T .
Theorem 1. Let T = (N, C, CT, E, l) be a process structure tree. Let further A |N|×|N| be the order matrix constructed based on T . Then: Such order matrix A exists and is unique.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Since a process structure tree T constitutes a unique representation of a block-structured process model S [31] , and T can be uniquely represented by an order matrix A (cf. Theorem 1), A is a unique representation of S as well. Consequently, it is sufficient to analyze the order matrix of a block-structured process model. We make use of this in Sections 4 and 5. In [45] we provided algorithms which transform a process model directly to its order matrix and vice versa. 
Representing a Collection of Process Variants as Aggregated Order Matrix
Order matrices Aggregated order matrix In order to facilitate the analysis of a collection of process model variants, this section introduces the concept of Aggregated Order Matrix, which represents a collection of process model variants as a high-dimensional matrix. For computing the aggregated order matrix, we first determine the order matrix of each block-structured process variant. In this context, we consider activities from different variants being the same if they have the same label. 9 Regarding our example from Fig. 4 , we need to compute six order matrices (cf. Fig. 7 ). Due to space limitations, Fig. 7 only provides a partial view on them (i.e., activities H,I,J,X,Y,Z and silent activity τ representing the Loop-block). Following this, we analyze the order relations for each pair of activities based on all derived order matrices. As the order relations between two activities might be not the same in all order matrices, this analysis does not result in a fixed relation, but in a distribution for the five types of order relations (cf. Def. 9). Regarding our example, in 60% of all cases H succeeds I (as in S 2 , S 3 , S 5 and S 6 ), in 25% of all cases H precedes I (as in S 1 ), and in 15% of all cases H and I are contained in different branches of an XOR-block (as in S 4 ) (cf. Fig.  7) . Generally, for a given variant collection we define the order relation between two activities a and b as 5-dimensional vector
. Each vector field corresponds to the relative frequency of the respective relation type ('0', '1', '+', '-', or 'L') as specified in Def. 9 . Take our example from Fig. 4 and consider Fig. 7 : v 1 HI = 0.25 corresponds to the frequency of all order matrices with activities H and I having order relationship '1', i.e., all cases for which H precedes I. We obtain V HI = (0.6, 0.25, 0, 0.15, 0). Fig. 7 partially shows the aggregated order matrix V for the process variants from Fig. 4 . Due to space limitations, we only consider order relations for activities H,I,J,X,Y,Z, and silent activity τ which represents the Loop-block. Generally, the order relations computed by an aggregated order matrix may be not equally important. For example, relation V HI between H and I (cf. Fig. 7 ) is more important than relation V HZ , since H and I co-appear in all six process variants, while H and Z only co-occur in S 5 (cf. Fig. 4) . We introduce the coexistence matrix CE to indicate the importance of the different order relations that occur within an aggregated order matrix V. Fig. 8 shows the coexistence matrix for our running example. Again, we only depict the coexistence matrix for activities H,I,J,X,Y,Z, and silent activity τ; e.g., we obtain CE HI = 1 and CE HZ = 0.2. This indicates that the order relation between H and I is more important than the one between H and Z. For a given variants collection, we can further measure how frequent each activity a i appears using Activity Frequency: 14
Measuring Activity Frequencies in a Variant Collection
Definition 12 (Activity Frequency). Let S i ∈ P, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a collection of process variants. Let Table 2 shows the relative frequency of activities contained in the process variants of our running example (cf . Fig. 4) ; e.g., activity X is present in 80% of the variants (i.e., in S 1 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , and S 6 ), while Z only occurs in S 5 (i.e., 20% of the variants). Since S 4 contains a loop-block, we obtain 15% as the frequency with which silent activity τ occurs (cf. Def. 9). As discussed in Section 2, measuring the distance between two block-structured process models (cf. Def. 4) constitutes an NP-hard problem; i.e., the time for computing distance is exponential to the size of the process models. Consequently, the problem set out in our research question (i.e., finding a reference process model with minimal average weighted distance to the process variants) constitutes an NP-hard problem as well. When encountering real-life cases (i.e., dozens up to hundreds of variants with complex structure), finding "the optimum" would either be too time-consuming or simply be not feasible. In this section, we present a heuristic search algorithm for mining process variants, while being able to control the maximum distance between old and new reference process model (cf. Scenario 1).
Heuristic algorithms have been widely used in fields like Artificial Intelligence [46] , Data Mining [47] and Machine Learning [48] . A problem employs heuristics when "it may have an exact solution, but the computational cost of finding it may be prohibitive" [46] . Although heuristic algorithms do not aim at finding the "real optimum" (i.e., it is neither possible to theoretically prove that the discovered result is the optimum nor can we state how close it is to the optimum), they are widely used in practice. Usually, heuristic algorithms provide a nice balance between goodness of the discovered solution and computation time needed for finding it [46] . Informally, our heuristic algorithm for process variants mining works as follows:
Step 1. Use the original reference model S as starting point.
Step 2. Search for all neighboring process models with distance 1 to the currently considered reference process model S . If we are able to find a better model S among these candidate models (i.e., one which is expected to have lower average weighted distance to the given variant collection when compared to S ), we replace S by S . Step 3. Repeat Step 2 until we either cannot find a better model or the maximally allowed distance between original and new reference process model is reached. The last S then represents the discovered reference model.
Very important for any heuristic search algorithm are two aspects: the heuristic measure and the algorithm that uses heuristics to search the state space. Section 4.1 introduces the fitness function we suggest for measuring the "quality" of a particular candidate model. Section 4.2 then introduces a best-first search algorithm for searching the state space which contains all candidate process models.
Fitness Function
Generally, the fitness function of a heuristic search algorithm should be quickly computable. Since search space often becomes very large, we should be able to make a quick decision when performing the search. In our context, average weighted distance (cf. Def. 5) would be not a good choice since the complexity for computing it is NP-hard. Therefore we introduce a fitness function which can be used to approximately measure "closeness" between a candidate reference model and the given variant collection. In particular, this fitness can be computed in polynomial time. Like in most heuristic search algorithms, the chosen fitness function is a "reasonable guessing" rather than a precise measurement. Section 4.4 evaluates our choice by investigating the correlation between our fitness function and average weighted distance (cf. Def. 5).
Activity Coverage
Given a candidate reference process model S c ∈ P and its process structure tree T = (N c , C c , CT c , E c , l c ) we first measure to what degree activity set N c covers the activities that occur in the variant collection. Note that we also consider silent activities τ k representing loop connectors in T (cf. Section 3. 
Structure Fitting of a Candidate Process Models
AC(S c ) measures how representative the activity set of candidate model S c is in respect to the given variant collection. However, it does not state how well the structure of S c (i.e., its order relations) fits to these variants. We therefore introduce structure fitting S F(S c ) as second metrics. It measures to what degree S c structurally fits to the given variants collection. For this purpose, we use the aggregated order matrix (cf. Def. 10 ) and coexistence matrix (cf. Def. 11).
Since we can represent a candidate process model S c by its corresponding order matrix A c (cf. Def. 9), we determine the structure fitting S F(S c ) between S c and the variants by measuring how similar the order matrix A c and the aggregated order matrix V (representing the variants) are. Take original reference model S in Fig. 4 as candidate process model S c (i.e., S c := S ). Obviously, A HI ='0' holds, i.e., H succeeds I in S (cf. Fig. 4) . Consider now the aggregated order matrix V representing the variants (cf. (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) and β = (y 1 , y 2 , . .., y n ): 
For every pair of activities a j , a k ∈ N c , j k, we first compute the similarity of their corresponding order relations (as captured by V and V c ) in terms of f (V a j a k , V c a j a k ). Second, we determine the importance of these order relations by calculating CE a j a k . Structure fitting S F(S c ) of candidate model S c then equals the average of the similarities multiplied with the importance of every order relation. Regarding our example from Fig. 4 , we obtain S F(S ) = 0.632 when choosing S as candidate model.
Fitness Function
Based on activity coverage AC(S c ) (cf. Def. 13) and structure fitting S F(S c ) (cf. Def. 14), we compute fitness Fit(S c ) of a candidate model S c as follows: 
= 1, S c will perfectly fit to the variants; i.e., no further adaptation will be needed. Generally, the higher Fit(S c ) is, the closer S c is to the variants and the less configuration efforts are required. In our example from Fig. 4 , original reference model S has Fit(S ) = AC(S ) · S F(S ) = 0.860 · 0.632 = 0.543. As the fitness of candidate model S c is evaluated by multiplying activity coverage AC(S c ) with structure fitting S F(S c ), a high value for Fit(S c ) does not only mean that S c structurally fits well to the process variants, but also that a reasonable number of activities is considered in the candidate model. 17
Computing Fit(S c ) requires only polynomial time.
To be more precise, let S i ∈ P, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a collection of process variants and let T i = (N i , C i , CT i , E i , l i ) be the corresponding process structure tree. Let further m = | N i |. The complexity for computing Fit(S c ) is O(2m 2 n).
Constructing the Search Tree
We now show how to find candidate process models. We present a best-first algorithm for constructing a search tree to find the best candidate model in the search space.
The Search Tree
Remember the overview of our heuristic search approach given at the beginning of Section 4. Starting with the current candidate model S c , in each iteration we search for its direct "neighbors" (i.e., process models with distance 1 to S c ). Thereby we try to find a better candidate model S c with higher fitness value. Generally, for a given process model S c , we construct a neighbor model by applying ONE insert, delete, or move operation (cf. Table 1 ) to S c . All activities a j ∈ N i , which appear in at least one variant, are candidate activities for change. While an insert operation adds a new activity a j N c to S c , the other two operations delete or move an activity a j ∈ N c already present in S c . Generally, numerous process models can result when applying one change operation relating to a particular activity a j . Note that the number of positions where we can insert activity a j (a j N c ) or move it (a j ∈ N c ) can be large. Section 4.2.2 provides details on how to find all process models that result when changing one particular activity a j in S c . First of all, we assume that we have already identified these neighbor models, including the one with highest fitness value (denoted as the best kid S j kid of S c when changing a j ). Fig. 9 illustrates our search tree. Our search algorithm starts with setting the original reference model S as initial state, i.e., S c := S (cf. Fig. 9 ). We further define AS as active activity set, which contains all activities that might be subject to change. At the beginning AS = {a j |a j ∈ n i=1 N i } contains all activities that appear in at least one variant S i . For each activity a j ∈ AS we then determine the corresponding best kid S j kid of S c . If S j kid has higher fitness value than S c , we mark it; otherwise, we remove a j from AS (cf. Fig. 9 ). Afterwards, we choose the model with highest fitness value S j * kid among all best kids S j kid , and denote this model as best sibling S sib . We then set S sib as the first intermediate search result and replace S c by S sib for further search. Finally, we remove a j * from AS .
The described search method continues iteratively until its termination condition is met, i.e., we either cannot find a better model or the allowed search distance is reached. Consequently, the process engineer is flexible in controlling to what degree the discovered reference process model may differ from the original one. The final search result S sib corresponds to our discovered reference model S (the node marked by a bull's eye and circle in Fig. 9) . We refer to Appendix C for an algorithm formally describing the above steps.
Changing one Particular Activity
Section 4.2.1 showed how to construct a search tree by comparing best kids S j kid . We now discuss how to find such best kid S j kid , i.e., how to find all "neighbors" of a candidate model S c by performing one change operation relating to a particular activity a j . Consequently, S j kid is the model with highest fitness value among all models that may results when applying one change operation on S c relating to activity a j . Regarding an activity a j , we consider three types of basic change operations: insert, delete and move (cf. Table 1 ). The neighbor model resulting from the deletion of a j ∈ N c can be easily determined by removing a j from the process model and its order matrix [28] ; movement of a j can be simulated by deleting a j and sub-sequently re-inserting it at the desired position. Thus, the basic challenge in finding neighbors of candidate model S c is to apply one activity insertion such that the block structuring of the resulting model is preserved. Obviously, the positions where we can (correctly) insert a j into S c are our subjects of interest. Fig. 10 provides an example. Given model S c we want to find all process models that may result when inserting X into S c . We apply two steps to "simulate" this activity insertion:
Step A: Block enumeration First, we enumerate all blocks, candidate model S c contains. A block can be an atomic activity, a sequence, a parallel branching, or S c itself. Let S ∈ P be a block-structured process model. Let further A be the order matrix of S with activity set N. Two activities a i and a j can form a block iff: ∀a k ∈ N \ {a i , a j } : A a i a k = A a j a k , i.e., they have same order relations in respect to the remaining activities. As example consider Fig. 10a : C and D can form a block since they show the same order relations concerning G, H, I, and J. As extension, two blocks B j and B k can be merged to a bigger one iff
A a α a γ = A a β a γ ] holds; i.e., all activities a α ∈ B j , a β ∈ B k show the same order relations in respect to the activities outside the two blocks; e.g., blocks {C,D} and {G} show the same order relations in respect to activity H,I and J. Therefore they can form the bigger block {C,D,G}; i.e., we can determine a block containing x activities by merging two disjoint blocks containing j and k activities respectively with x = j + k (cf. Fig. 10) . Based on this, we are able to enumerate all blocks of different size as contained in a process model (see Appendix D for an algorithm formally describing this block enumeration).
Step B: Cluster inserted activity with one block After having enumerated all possible blocks for a given candidate model S c , we can insert activity a j in S c such that we obtain a blockstructured model again. Assume that we want to insert X in S (cf. Fig. 10 ). To ensure blockstructuring of the resulting model, we "cluster" X with an enumerated block, i.e., we replace one of the previously determined blocks B by a bigger block B containing both B and X. In this context, we set order relation between B and X either to ∈ {0, 1, +, −} or = L if X is a silent activity τ representing a loop-block; i.e., defines the order relations between X and all activities contained in B. An example is depicted in Fig. 10 . Here, the added activity X is clustered with block {C,D} using order relation = "0"; i.e., X becomes a successor of the sequence block that contains C and D. To realize this clustering, we have to set the order relations between inserted activity X and block activities C and D to "0". Further, order relations between X and remaining activities are the same as for C and D. Finally, the three activities form a new block {C,D,X} replacing the old one (i.e., {C,D}). This way, we obtain a block-structured process model S .
Each time we cluster an activity with a block, we actually add this activity to the position where it can form a bigger block together with the selected one; i.e., we replace a self-contained block of the process model by a bigger one. Consequently, model soundness is further guaranteed [31, 29] . Fig. 10b shows one resulting model S we can obtain when adding X to S c . Obviously, S is not the only neighboring model since we can insert X at different positions; i.e., we can a) b)
Step A: Enumerating blocks Step B: Clustering
Some neighboring models that result when inserting X into Sc c) Figure 10 : Finding the neighboring models by inserting X into process model S cluster each block enumerated in Step A with X using any one of the four order relations ∈ {0, 1, +, −}, or by 'L' if X is a silent activity representing a loop-block. In our example from Fig.  10 , S c contains 14 blocks. Consequently, the number of models that may result when adding X in S c corresponds to 14 × 4 = 56 (or 14 × 1 = 14 if X is a silent activity); i.e., we can obtain 56 (14) potential models. Fig. 10c shows some neighboring models of S c . Note that the resulting models are not necessarily unique, i.e., it is possible that some of them are the same. However, this is not a critical issue since Fit(S c ) can be quickly computed (cf. Section 4.1); i.e., some redundant information does not significantly decrease algorithm performance. Fig. 11 presents the search result we obtain when applying our heuristic algorithm to the example from Fig. 4 . We do not set any limitation on the number of search steps in order to find the best reference model. Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the original reference model S . the highest fitness value in comparison to all other neighbor models of S . Using R 1 as next input for our algorithm, we discover R 2 by applying ∆ 2 = delete(R 1 , Loop), and then R 3 using ∆ 3 = insert(R 2 , X,E,B). Finally, we obtain R 4 by applying ∆ 3 = move(R 2 , I,D,H) to R 3 . Since we cannot find a "better" process model by changing R 4 anymore, we obtain R 4 as final result. Note that if we set constraints on allowed search steps (i.e., we only allow to change the original reference model S by maximum d change operations), the final search result will be as follows: It is not surprising that the fitness value increases with continuing search since we use fitness to guide it. However, we need to examine whether or not the discovered process models are indeed getting better. We accomplish this by computing their average weighted distance (cf. Def. 5) to the variants, which is a precise measurement in our context. From Table 3 the iterative improvement of average weighted distance becomes clear, i.e., it drops monotonically from 4.85 to 2.4 , which indicates that in the given example the algorithm performs as expected.
Search Result for our Running Example
One design goal for our heuristic search algorithm is to be able to only consider the most important changes; i.e., the ones reducing average weighted distance between reference model and variants most, should be discovered first. We additionally evaluate delta-fitness and deltadistance, which indicate the relative improvement of fitness values and the reduction of average weighted distance after each change; e.g., operation ∆ 1 first changes S into R 1 , which improves fitness value (delta-fitness) by 0.143 and reduces average weighted distance (delta-distance) by 0.9. Similarly, ∆ 2 reduces average weighted distance by 0.7, ∆ 3 by 0.6, and ∆ 4 by 0.25. Obviously, delta-distance is monotonically decreasing with increasing number of change operations. This indicates that the most important changes are performed at the beginning of the search, while less important ones are performed at the end.
Another feature of our heuristic search is its ability to automatically decide which activities shall be included in the reference model; i.e., manually filtering less relevant activities is not required. In our example, X is automatically added, while the loop-block is automatically deleted. The only optimization we want to achieve is to reduce average weighted distance, i.e., change operations are automatically balanced based on their contribution to reduce this measure.
Performance Evaluation based on Simulations
Using one example to measure the performance of our heuristic mining algorithm is not sufficient. Since computing the average weighted distance is at NP-hard level, the suggested fitness function is only an approximation of it. Therefore, we have to analyze to what degree delta-fitness is correlated with delta-distance. Further, we are interested in whether important changes are performed at the beginning. If biggest distance reduction can be achieved with the first changes, setting search limitations or filtering out the change operations performed at the end, does not constitute any practical problem. Therefore, we want to know: To what degree are important change operations positioned at the beginning of our heuristic search.
We try to answer these questions using simulation; i.e., by generating thousands of data samples we provide a statistical answer [49] . We identify several parameters (e.g., size of the model, Table 4 : Correlation analysis similarity of the variants) for which we investigate whether or not they influence performance of our heuristic mining algorithm (see [50] for details); e.g., the size of the process variants ranged from 10 to 75 activities, while their similarity to the reference process model ranged from 10% to 30%. In addition, we discuss 8 different scenarios in respect to which activities and process regions are changed. Using these parameters, we generate 72 groups of datasets (7272 models in total). Each group contains a randomly generated reference process model and a collection of 100 different process variants. We can generate each variant by configuring the reference model according to a particular scenario. This way we are able to evaluate the performance and robustness of our heuristic algorithm in a controlled setting. When applying heuristic mining to discover new reference models, we do not set constraints on search steps, i.e., the algorithm terminates if no better model can be discovered. All (intermediate) process models are documented (see Fig. 11 for an example). We compute fitness and average weighted distance for each intermediate process model. We further compute delta-fitness and delta-distance in order to examine the influence of every change operation (cf . Table 3 for an example).
Correlation of delta-fitness and delta-distance. One important issue we wanted to investigate is how delta-fitness is correlated with delta-distance. Every change operation leads to a structural modification of the process model, and consequently creates delta-fitness x i and deltadistance y i . In total, we perform 284 changes in our simulation when discovering reference models. We use Pearson correlation to measure correlation between delta-fitness and delta-distance [51] . Let X be delta-fitness and Y be delta-distance. We obtain n data samples (x i , y i ), i = 1, . . . , n. Letx andȳ be the means of X and Y, and let s x and s y be the standard deviations of X and Y. As Pearson correlation we then obtain r xy = x i y i −nxȳ (n−1)s x s y [51] . Results are summarized in Table 4 . All correlation coefficients are significant and high (> 0.5). The high positive correlation between delta-fitness and delta-distance indicates that when finding a model with higher fitness value, we have very high chance to also reduce average weighted distance. We additionally compare these three correlations. Results indicate that they do not show significant differences to each other, i.e., they are statistically the same (see [50] ). This implies that our algorithm provides search results of similar goodness independent from the number of activities contained in the variants.
Importance of top changes.
We analyze to what degree our algorithm applies more important changes at the beginning. For this purpose, we measure to what degree the top n% changes reduce average weighted distance. As example consider search results from Table 3 . We performed in total 4 change operations and reduced average weighted distance by 2.45 from 4.85 (based on S ) to 2.4 (based on R 4 ). Among the four change operations, the first one reduces average weighted distance by 0. 9 . When compared to overall distance reduction of 2.45, the top 25% (i.e., the first) changes accomplish 0.9/2.45 = 36.73% of overall distance reduction. This number indicates the importance of the changes applied first. We therefore evaluate distance reduction by analyzing the top 33.3% and the top 50.0% change operations. On average, the top 33.3% change operations contribute to 63.80% distance reduction, while the top 50.0% achieve 78.93%. Consequently, changes at the beginning are more important than the ones performed later.
Scenario 2: Discovering a Reference Process Model by Mining Process Model Variants:
A Clustering Approach
We now present a clustering algorithm for mining a collection of process variants without need for knowing the original reference model. Since we restrict ourselves to block-structured process models, we can build the new reference model by enlarging blocks, i.e., we first identify two activities that can form a block; then we merge this block with other activities and blocks respectively to form a larger block. This continues until all activities and blocks respectively are merged into one single block. This block and its internal structure then represent the newly discovered reference process model. Based on the aggregated order matrix (cf. Def. 10), our clustering approach for mining process variants works as follows:
Step 1. Determine the activity set to be considered in the new reference process model.
Step 2. Determine two activities/blocks to be clustered in a new block.
Step 3. Determine the order relation the two clustered activities and blocks, respectively, shall have within this block.
Step 4. After having built a new block in Steps 2 and 3, adjust the aggregated order matrix accordingly.
Step 5. Repeat Steps 2-4 until all activities are clustered; i.e., until the new process model is constructed by enlarging blocks.
Determining the Activity Set of the Reference Process Model
One fundamental challenge is to decide which activities shall be considered in the new reference model. As basis for this decision we choose activity frequency (cf. Def. 12) . The user may set a threshold such that only activities having an activity frequency higher than this threshold are considered in the reference process model. This way we can exclude activities with low frequency. As example consider Fig. 4 . If we only want to consider activities with frequency greater than 60%, for instance, activities Y and Z as well as silent activity τ will be excluded from the reference process model. Excluding τ means that the loop structure is not considered. Generally, process engineers have to set a threshold depending on whether they want to add more or fewer activities to the reference model. In the following, we choose 60% as threshold value.
Determining two Activities or Blocks to be Clustered
Taking an order matrix (cf. Def. 9), two activities can form a block if they have same order relations with respect to the remaining activities (cf. Section 4.2). We can apply a similar idea to aggregated order matrices. However, for them activity relationships are expressed as 5-dimensional vector showing the distribution of the order relations over all process variants. When determining pairs of activities that can be clustered as a block, it would be too restrictive to require precise matching as in the case of an order matrix. To deal with this, we re-apply function f (α, β) (cf. Formula 6) which expresses closeness between two vectors α = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) and β = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n ). Using f (α, β) we introduce the Separation metrics. It indicates to what degree two activities of an aggregated order matrix are suited for being clustered to a block. More precisely, S eparation(a, b) expresses how similar order relations of activities a and b are when compared to the other activities. In our example from Fig. 4, S eparation(A,B) is determined by the closeness (measured in terms of the cosine value) of
, and f (v AX , v BX ). We define cluster separation as follows: N corresponds to the set of considered activities (cf. Section 5.1). Like most clustering algorithms [47] , we square the cosine value to emphasize the differences between the two compared vectors. Finally, dividing this expression by |N| − 2 normalizes its value to a range between [0, 1]. The higher S eparation(a, b) is, the better activities a and b are separable from others, and the more probably a and b should form a block. Regarding our example from Fig. 4, we obtain S eparation(A,B) = 0.776. We determine the pair of activities best suited to form a block by computing the separation value for each activity pair. Fig. 12 depicts the separation values for our example from Fig. 4 . We denote this table as separation table. Obviously, A and F have the highest separation value of 1.0. We therefore choose A and F to form our first block. Since S eparation(A,F) = 1 holds, A and F can form a block in all six variants (cf. Fig. 4 ).
Determining Internal Order Relations
After clustering A and F in the first block, we need to determine the order relation between these two activities. For this purpose, we introduce Cohesion to measure how significant particular order relations between two activities of the same cluster are. In the aggregated order matrix of our example, the relationship between A and F is depicted as 5-dimensional vector v AF = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0). It shows the distribution values of the five kinds of order relations. When building a reference process model, exactly one of the five order relations is taken. Therefore, we want to choose the most significant one. Regarding our example, significance of each order relation can be evaluated by the closeness vector v AF and the five axes in the 5-dimensional space have. These axes can be represented by five benchmarking vectors:
, and v L = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1). We can compute the significance of each order relation using f (α, β). In our example, the closest axis to v AF is v + with f (v AF , v + ) = 1. Therefore, we decide that A and F shall be organized in parallel in the newly derived block (cf. Def. 9). We use Cohesion to evaluate how good our choice is:
Cohesion(a, b) equals one if there is a dominant order relation, i.e., v ab is on one of the five axes. In turn, it equals zero if v ab = (0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2) holds; i.e., no order relation is more significant than the others. In our example, Cohesion(A,F) = 1 holds; this indicates that A and F have order relation '+' in all six process variants; we obtain the same results when directly analyzing the variants (cf . Fig. 4) .
Recomputing the Aggregated Order Matrix
We discovered the first block of our reference model which contains A and F with order relation '+'. We now have to set the relationship between newly created block and remain-
Threshold [0.6,0.8) Figure 13 : Reference process model discovered by clustering algorithm ing activities. We accomplish this by adapting the aggregated order matrix. 10 For this, we compute the means of the order relations between {A, F} and remaining activities; e.g., 11 Such computation is applied to all remaining activities outside this block. Generally, after clustering two activities a and b, the aggregated order matrix V is re-calculated as follows:
Since A and F are replaced by one block, the matrix resulting from this re-computation is one dimension smaller than V. Afterwards, we treat this block like a single activity, but keep its internal structure in order to build up the new reference process model at the end.
Applying the Clustering Algorithm to our Example
We re-apply the steps described in Sections 5.2 -5.4 until all activities and blocks respectively are clustered together. Fig. 13a shows the reference process model we can discover for our example. It further depicts the blocks as constructed in each iteration as well as the two evaluation measures Separation and Cohesion. Using separation and cohesion, we can evaluate how each part of the reference process model fits to the variants. For example, it is clear that activities A and F can always form a block in the six variants (high separation) and the order relation between A and F is also consistent (high cohesion). By contrast, activity I does not often succeed block {C,D} (low separation and cohesion). We can draw similar results if we have another look at the process variants (cf. Fig. 4) . Fig. 13b further shows two other reference process models we obtain when setting different threshold values for determining the activity set (cf. Section 5.1).
Proof-of-Concept Prototype
We implemented and tested the heuristic and clustering algorithm using Java. Fig. 14 depicts a screenshot of our prototype. We use the ADEPT2 Process Template Editor [30] as tool for creating process variants. For each process model, the editor can generate an XML Figure 14 : Screenshot of the prototype representation with all relevant information being marked up. We store variants in a repository which can be accessed by our mining procedure. The mining algorithms were developed as stand-alone Java program, independent from the process editor.
This program can read the original reference model (if available) as well as all process variants. It then generates the result models and stores them as accessible XML schemas. All intermediate search results are also stored.
Algorithm Comparisons
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 compares our heuristic algorithm with our clustering approach. Section 6.3 then compares the two algorithms with existing process mining techniques [18] , i.e., algorithms that discover process models from execution logs. Inputs and Goals. Fig.  15 illustrates how our heuristic and clustering mining algorithms differ in respect to goals and inputs. It represents each process variant S i as single (white) node in the 2-dimensional space. Our heuristic algorithm tries to discover a new reference process model by applying a sequence of change operations to the original one. In particular, it balances two "forces": one is to bring the new reference model S c closer to the variants (i.e., to the bull's eye S nc at the right), the other force is to not "move" it too far away from the original reference model S ; i.e., S c should not differ too much from S . Our heuristic algorithm provides such flexibility by allowing process engineers to set a maximum search distance. Our simulations (cf. Section 4.4) showed that the change operations which are applied first to the (original) reference model are more important than the ones positioned at the end i.e., they reduce distance between reference model and variants to a larger extent. Consequently, when ignoring less relevant changes we do not influence overall distance reduction too much.
Qualitative Comparison of the Algorithms for Process Variant Mining
While the above scenario presumes knowledge of the original reference model, we should be able to cope with cases in which there exists only a variant collection, but the original reference process model is unknown. In this scenario, the goal of our clustering approach is to discover the "center" of the variants, i.e., a reference process model with shortest average weighted distance to them. In principle, we can also apply our heuristic algorithm to this scenario. We just need to start with an "empty" model S without setting any search limitation. However, since we do not need to balance the two forces and to perform the important change operations at the beginning of the search, the clustering algorithm is expected to be faster and to provide additional information on the search result (see Section 6.2).
Design Principles and Complexity. Our heuristic algorithm discovers a better reference model by applying a sequence of change operations to the original one. To enable quick decisions for a large search space (cf. Section 4.2), we use a fitness function to evaluate how well a candidate model fits to the variants. This fitness function only provides a global evaluation, but does not show how each part of the candidate model fits to the variants. On the contrary, the clustering algorithm discovers a reference process model by enlarging blocks. By evaluating separation and cohesion, we are able to determine how well each part of the discovered reference model fits to the variants; i.e., due to its different design the clustering algorithm returns more information than the heuristic one. Complexity of the two algorithms differs as well. Despite polynomial complexity for computing the fitness of a candidate model, enumerating all blocks in a candidate model has NP-hard complexity. 12 On the contrary, our clustering algorithm has polynomial complexity since computing separation and cohesion are both polynomial. To be more precise, if m is the number of activities and n the one of variants, complexity of the clustering algorithm corresponds to O(m 2 n + m 3 ). This implies that the clustering algorithm can quickly compute the reference process model even for a large variant collection, while the heuristic algorithm may take considerable longer.
Pros & Cons. Table 5 summarizes the differences between the two algorithms. Additional attention should be paid to their pros & cons. Since the clustering algorithm has polynomial complexity, it runs significantly faster than the heuristic one. Using Separation and Cohesion we obtain information on how each part of the discovered reference process model fits to the variants. However, our clustering algorithm cannot control the discovery procedure or distinguish important changes from less relevant ones as our heuristic algorithm does. Though for our running example the clustering algorithm discovered the same process model (cf. Fig. 13 ) as our heuristic algorithm (cf. Fig. 11 ), in many other cases the model discovered by the clustering algorithm was not as good as the one discovered by the heuristic algorithm (cf. Section 6.2 for details). Reason is that the heuristic algorithm searches a significantly larger space which contains a large number of candidate process models.
Quantitative Comparison of the Algorithms for Process Variant Mining
We now compare the two algorithms quantitatively by analyzing how fast they run and how good the discovered models are. We use the same data for this comparison as for the evaluation of Table 6 : Comparing the performance of the clustering and heuristic algorithms
Comparison with Existing Process Mining Algorithms
Process mining has been extensively studied in literature [18, 19, 17, 20] . Its key idea is to discover a process model by analyzing the execution behavior of process instances as captured in execution logs [18] . The latter document the start/end of each activity execution. Form this we can obtain a set of traces (cf. Def. 2) , which reflect the behavior of implemented processes. In principle, process mining can be applied in our context as well. Consider our example from Fig. 10 . For each process variant S i we could first obtain its trace set T S i by enumerating all traces producible by S i [52] . If a process model contains loop structures (i.e., it can generate infinite number of traces), without loss of generality, we assume that a loop-block is executed either once or twice. Despite this simplification, the number of traces producible by a process model can be extremely large; e.g., if a parallel branching contains five branches, of which each contains five activities, the number of producible traces corresponds to (5 × 5)!/(5!) 5 = 623360743125120. This explains why we do the comparison only in small scale. 13 13 Note that the main goal of process mining algorithms is to discover a process model based on the traces captured in the execution log. In most cases, an execution log only captures a small fraction of the traces producible by the underlying process model [18, 17, 20, 19] . This means that process mining does not really require enumerating all traces producible by a process model for further analysis. In the context of our algorithm comparison, we decide to enumerate
The trace sets (cf. Def. 2) generated for the variants are merged into one trace set T taking the weight of each variant into account. For example, as S 1 accounts for 25% of the variants, we ensure that each trace producible by S 1 has the same number of instances and that the sum of all instances producible by S 1 accounts for 25% of the instances in T as well. We consider T as execution log since it fully covers the behavior of the given variant collection.
Since all activities contained in execution logs will be included in the process model discovered by process mining algorithms (like in our clustering algorithm), we introduce two additional datasets. The first one filters out all activities a j whose activity frequency g(a j ) is lower than 0.2 regarding the given variant collection (cf. Def. 12); i.e., in our example activity Z in S 5 and silent activity τ (representing the loop in S 4 ) are ignored. For this extended data set, we determine trace set T 0.2 . In the second dataset, we filter out the activities with an activity frequency lower than 0.6. Regarding our example, besides Z and τ we filter out activity Y in S 2 , S 3 , S 5 , and S 6 . Consequently, we obtain trace set T 0.6 which contains all traces producible by the reduced variants. Note that T 0.6 has the same activity set as the model discovered by our heuristic algorithm (cf. R 4 in Fig. 11) . The enumerated trace sets T , T 0.2 and T 0.6 are imported into the ProM framework, one of the most powerful tool for process mining and analysis [53] . In our comparison, we consider alpha algorithm [18] , heuristic miner [19] , genetic mining [17] , and multi-phase miner [20] . These are well-known algorithms for discovering process models from execution logs. 14 
Evaluation Criteria
Our algorithms focus on the structural perspective of process models, i.e., our goal is to configure the variant models out of a reference model with minimal efforts (i.e., requiring a minimum number of high-level changes). On the contrary, traditional process mining focuses on process behavior, i.e., the discovered process model should cover the behavior of the variant models (as reflected by their trace sets) [18, 17, 20, 19] . In the following, we compare our algorithms with existing process mining algorithms from both a structural and a behavioral perspective.
Since most existing process mining algorithms discover Petri Nets or Event Process Chains (EPCs), we transform the process models discovered by the different algorithms into respective representations in order to enable their comparison (see [54, 52] for transformation techniques). Particularly, such model transformation enables us to reuse existing metrics [16, 24] and tools [53] for evaluating process models. We briefly describe the metrices we apply and refer to [16, 24, 53] for details. We first introduce three parameters to evaluate the structure of process models, namely average weighted distance, structural appropriateness, and # splits/joins in EPC. 1 . Average weighted distance measures the efforts to configure the process variants out of all traces producible by each variant for the following two reasons:
the discovered reference process model; the lower it is the easier the variants can be configured. 2 . Structural appropriateness measures the complexity of a Petri Net by computing the ratio between labeled transitions and nodes (transitions and places) [16] . The value range of this parameter is [0,1]; the higher it is, the simpler the Petri Net is. 3 . # Splits/Joins in EPC measures the number of splits / joins of an EPC, and thus measures its complexity [24] . The higher it is, the more choices end users need to make when executing the EPC.
We additionally use three parameters to evaluate the behavior of the discovered process models, namely behavior fitness, successful execution and proper completion.
1.
Behavior fitness evaluates whether the discovered process model (represented as Petri Net) complies with the behavior as captured in the trace set [16] . One way to investigate behavior fitness is to replay the traces on the Petri net. This is done in a non-blocking way, i.e., if there are missing tokens to fire a transition in the discovered model, they are artificially created and replay proceeds [16] . The value range of this parameter is [0,1]. The higher behavior fitness is, the better the trace set will be covered by the model. 2 . Successful execution measures the percentage of traces in the trace set that can be successfully executed by the discovered process model [16] . Its value range is [0,1]. The higher it is, the more traces can be re-produced based on the discovered model. 3 . Proper completion measures the percentage of those traces that lead to proper completion [16] . When compared to "successful execution" this parameter requires that the analyzed process model reaches an end state when replaying a trace. 
Evaluation Results
Evaluation results are summarized in Table 7 . To differentiate our heuristic algorithm from heuristic miner known from process mining [19] , we denote it as "Heuristic var." in Table 7 . Without surprise, our heuristic and clustering algorithms discover a process model of simple structure. Independent from the chosen dataset, the process models discovered by these algorithms have better scores for parameters relating to the structure of the discovered model; i.e., they show lower average weighted distance, higher structural appropriateness, and lower number of splits/joins in the corresponding EPC. Except multi-phase miner [20] , none of the algorithms discovered a process model with behavior fitness being 1. Note that multi-phase miner was designed in a way that it always discovers a process model with fitness 1. Despite the fact that the models discovered by multi-phase miner are very complex, they allow for more behavior not covered by the variants [20, 16] ; i.e., results are often overfitting. 15 Consequently, we consider the costs of multi-phase miner for reaching a behavior fitness of 1 as too high. When excluding multi-phase miner, evaluation results show that even if we apply traditional process mining algorithms for discovering a process model that covers the behavior of the variants best, the resulting model might NOT be able to support all behavior captured by the variants. This indicates the necessity for process configuration: i.e., it is not sufficient to maintain only one model covering all behavior. Instead we must enable process configurations at both run-and build-time to obtain different process variants supporting specific behaviors in different scenarios.
For the given dataset, behavior measurements of the process model discovered by our heuristic algorithm are good as well. Note that our heuristic algorithm discovered the same model (cf. R 4 in Fig. 11) for T , T 0.2 and T 0. 6 . This model has highest behavior fitness for trace sets T and T 0.2 , and only a few percent less than the genetic algorithm for T 0. 6 . This was unexpected because our heuristic algorithm is focusing on structure rather than on behavior. Though our algorithm focuses on the discovery of a reference model out of which the process variants can be easily configured, this implies that behavior of the discovered model has not been sacrificed that much. Since behavior fitness is not 1, however, we should apply process configurations to obtain suited process variants supporting the execution of different process instances best.
Applying the Algorithms to a Practical Case
We applied our algorithms in a cast study in order to evaluate their practical benefits. Context. We conducted the case study in a large automotive company in which we analyzed the variants of its product change management process. Basically, this process comprises several major phases like specification of a change request, handling of this change request, change implementation, and roll-out. In the following we only consider the top-level process and comment on sub-processes later on. Usually, the change management process starts with the initiation of a Change Request (CR), which must then be detailed and assessed by different teams (e.g., from engineering and production planning). The gathered comments then have to be aggregated and approved by the CR board. In case of positive approval, change implementation starts, e.g., detailing the planning and triggering the re-engineering of parts affected by the change. C h a n g e r e q u e s t discovered reference model with process engineers from the company who confirmed that it constitutes a good choice for the top level change management process. Based on the discovered reference process model, we can apply advanced techniques to configure it into the different process variants in an effective and manageable way. In the automotive company, in which we conducted the case study, the Provop research project was launched in which advanced concepts for managing and configuring process variants have been developed [10] . In Provop a particular process variant can be configured out of a given reference process model by domain experts by applying a set of high-level, pre-specified changes.
The presented mining algorithms can significantly speed up the design of such reference process model. More precisely, respective reference models can be automatically discovered for any collection of block-structured process variants. When further applying our mining algorithms to sub-processes relating to the different phases of the change management process (e.g., change implementation) and their variants we obtained good results as well.
Discussion. The case constitutes one of many process scenarios we encountered and analyzed in the automotive domain. Interestingly, for almost all of them we were able to identify large collections of similar process variants, each of them being valid in a particular application context. Regarding the presented case, process owners liked the discovered reference process model and considered it as being intuitive. Based on this result, they asked us to apply our mining approach to the more specific phases of the change management process as well, which resulted in well accepted reference models for its sub-processes as well. We also studied other sources of data. Regarding release management for electric/ electronic components in a car, for example, we identified more than 20 process variants depending on the product series, involved suppliers, or considered development phases. Another complex scenario we considered was the product creation process, for which dozens of variants exist. Thereby, each variant is assigned to a particular product type (e.g., car, truck, or bus) with different organizational responsibilities and strategic goals, or varying in some other aspects. Regarding the latter case, however, we encountered additional problems concerning the inconsistent labeling of activities, the use of different process granularities, and the heterogeneity of the used modeling formalisms. This also shows that our algorithms need to be integrated in a larger process repository framework, which additionally provides support for model configuration, refactoring, and management [15, 10] .
Case studies in other domains. The practical benefit of our algorithms became evident in the context of another case study we conducted in a clinical centre. We analyzed more than 90 process variants for handling medical orders (e.g., X-ray inspections, lab tests). By applying our algorithms to these 90 variants we obtained a reference model that was significantly closer to the variants than the old reference model. The discovered reference process model was adopted by the clinical centre [55] .
Related Work
Though algorithms applying heuristic search and clustering techniques have been widely used in data mining [47] , artificial intelligence [46] , and machine learning [48] , only few approaches apply heuristics or clustering techniques in the context of process variant management. In particular, only few solutions exist for learning from the adaptations that were applied when configuring a collection of process variants out of a reference process model.
Structural process changes at runtime and approaches for flexible process configuration have been intensively discussed [11, 4] . A comprehensive analysis of theoretical and practical issues related to (dynamic) process changes has been provided in the ADEPT2 change framework [8] . 33 Further, there exist approaches for dynamically changing the structure of Petri nets [40] . Based on such frameworks, the AristaFlow BPM suite [30] and tools for configurable process models [56] emerged. [57, 58] additionally present repository services for storing, managing, and querying large collections of process variants. Graph-based search techniques are used for retrieving variants that are similar to a process fragment specified by the user. Obviously, this requires profound knowledge about the structure of stored processes. Apart from this, no techniques for analyzing the different variants and for learning from their specific customizations are provided. ProCycle enables change reuse at the process instance level to effectively deal with recurrent problem situations [11] . ProCycle applies case-based reasoning techniques to allow for the semantic annotation as well as the retrieval of process changes. Respective process adaptations can be reused in similar problem context later when configuring other process instances. If the reuse of a particular change exceeds a certain threshold, it becomes a candidate for adapting the process model at type level. Though the basic goal of ProCycle is similar to our approach, its techniques are much simpler and do not consider change variation.
A process model can be represented as graph structure which enables different kinds of graphbased analyses [59, 47, 60, 61] . Informally, a graph consists of set of nodes, which can be connected using (directed) edges. Regarding graph representations there exist only few techniques which foster learning from process variants by mining recorded change primitives (e.g., to add or delete control edges). [59] measures process model similarity based on change primitives and suggests mining techniques using this measure. Similar techniques exist in the field of association rule mining [47] , frequent sub-graph mining [60] and graph pattern discovery [61] ; here common edges between different nodes are discovered to construct a common sub-graph from a set of graphs. We refer to [62] for a survey on graph mining topics and algorithms. However, graph-based approaches do not consider important features of a process meta model; e.g., they are unable to deal with silent activities, cannot differentiate between AND-and XOR-branchings or Loops, and cannot guarantee the soundness of the discovered process model.
Considering Configurable Workflow Models [56] , all process variants are merged into one reference model based on inheritance rules known from Petri Nets [40] . Though techniques like questionnaire-based configuration contribute to make the right configuration decisions [63] , the resulting model turns out to be complex and often contains numerous decision points (see the case reported in [64] ). This approach even becomes more difficult when dealing with a large collection of process variants not being equally important. In this case, an extremely large or complex process model results which contains too many decision points and cannot differentiate between important variants and trivial ones. In fields like healthcare, such complex models are not preferred due to the resulting configuration efforts [65, 2] .
To mine high-level change operations, [14] presents an approach based on process mining techniques, i.e., the input consists of a change log and process mining algorithms are applied to discover the execution sequences of the changes (i.e., the change meta process). However, this approach simply considers each change as individual operation such that the result is more like a visualization of changes rather than their mining. [66] introduces a technique to rank activities based on their potential involvement in process configurations. However, it cannot provide suggestions on how to involve these activities in model changes to improve the reference process model.
Summary and Outlook
We presented challenges, scenarios and algorithms for mining a collection of process variants. In particular, we introduced, evaluated and compared two algorithms for discovering a reference process model out of a collection of block-structured process variants. Adopting the discovered model as new reference process model makes future process configuration easier, since less efforts for configuring the variants will be required. Our heuristic algorithm can take the original reference model into account such that users can control to what degree the discovered model differs from the original one. This way, we can avoid Spaghetti-like process models, and also control how many changes we want to perform. Through a simulation of several thousands process models we learned that the heuristic algorithm applies the important changes at the beginning of the search and is able to scale up. The clustering algorithm, in turn, does not presume any knowledge about the original reference process model the process variants were configured from. By only looking at the variant collection, it can quickly discover a reference process model in polynomial time and provide additional information on how well each part of the discovered reference model fits to the variants. We successfully applied the two algorithms to practical cases. We further compared them with existing process mining algorithms. Results indicate good performance of our algorithms in both structure and behavior aspect. However, it would be useful to integrate them with existing process mining algorithms such that we can take both the structural and the behavioral perspective into account in order to cover more general cases [18] . As we learned, data-flow also constitutes an important part of process configurations. Therefore, we want to additionally consider this perspective in future research.
